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Abstract: In this paper we shall establish two common fixed point theorems for a contractive condition and 
A-contraction mappings of integral type which improve and extend the results of P.B. Prajapati, R. 
Bhardwaj [14], M. O. Olatinwo [13] and many others. 
 






An elementary account of the Banach contraction principle and some 
applications, including its role  in solving nonlinear ordinary differential equations,was 
given in [9]. The  contraction mapping theorem is used  to prove the inverse function 
theorem as in [20].  A beautiful application of contraction mappings to the  construction 
of fractals is in [21]. After the classical result by Banach, Kannan [12] gave a 
substantially new Contractive mapping to prove the fixed point theorem. Since then there 
have been many theorems emerged as generalizations under vario1us contractive 
conditions. Such conditions involve linear and  nonlinear expressions. The interested 
reader who wants to know more about this matter is recommended  to go deep into the 
survey articles by Rhoades ([16], [17], [18] ) and Bianchini [7], and into the references 
there in. 
 
Theorem 1.1. [14]  Let ( , )X d  be a complete metric space, (0,1)c  and f : X X  be 
a mapping such that for each ,x y X ,   ( , ) ( , )d fx fy cd x y ,                           (1.1) 





In 2002,  A. Branciari[8] analysed  the existence of fixed point for mapping T defined on 
a complete metric space ( , )X d  satisfying a general contractive condition of integral type 
in the following theorem: 
 
Theorem 1.2 [14]  Let ( , )X d be a complete metric space, (0,1)c  and f : X X  be 
a mapping such that for each ,x y X ,   
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ) ( )
d fx fy d x y
t dt c t dt   ,          (1.2) 
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where : R R    is a Lebesgue-integrable mapping which is summable on each 
compact subset of R

 non negative and such that for each ε > 0, 
0
( ) 0t dt

  . Then f  




 . Rhoades [19] 
extending the result of Branciari by replacing the condition (1.2) by the following 
( , )
0
[ ( , ) ( , )]






d x fx d y fx








  (1.3)  
for each ,x y X , with some 0 1( , )c . 
 
Literature abounds with several generalizations of the classical Banach‘s fixed point 
theorem since 1922. For some of these generalizations of the classical Banach‘s fixed 
point theorem and various contractive definitions that have been employed, we refer the 
readers to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 16, 22]. 
Akram et al.[13] introduced a new class of contraction maps, called A-contraction, which 
is proper super class of Kannan‘s [12] , Bianchini‘s [7] and Reich‘s [15] type 
contractions, as follows: 
Let a non- empty set A consisting of all 3: R R 

  functions satisfying 
(A1): α is continuous on the set 3R  of all triplets of non-negative reals. (With respect to 
the Euclidean metric on 
3R ). 
(A2): a kb  for some [0,1)k  whenever ( , , )a a b b  or ( , , )a b a b ) or 
( , ),a b b a  for all ,a b . 
 
Definition 1.3.  A self maps f and g on a metric space X are said to be A-contraction if it 
satisfies the condition ( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ),( , ))d fx gy d x y d fx x y gy           
                                                                         (1.4) 
for each ,x y X , with some A . 
 
Example 1.4.  Let f , g  be self -mappings on a metric space ( , )X d satisfying: 
( , ) max{ ( , ) ( , ),
 ( , ) ( , ),  ( , ) ( , )}
d fx gy d fx x d gy y
d gy y d x y d fx x d x y
 
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Definition 1.5.  A self maps f and g on a metric space X  are called a weak contraction or 
(δ, L)−weak contraction if and only if there exist two constants, δ [0, 1) and L ≥ 0, such 
that  
( , ) ( , ) ( , )d fx gy d x y Ld y gx                                                                                                            
(1.5) 
 
Definition 1.6.  [13] A function : R R    is called a comparison function if it 
satisfies the following conditions: (i)   is monotone increasing; (ii) 




     (iii) (0) 0  . 
For two mappings ,f g  we define: 
 
Definition 1.7.  A self maps f and g  on a metric space X are called a (L, )−weak 
contraction of integral type if and only if there exist a constant L ≥ 0 and a continuous 
comparison function : R R   such that  ,   x y X  , 
( , )
0




( ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ))
( ) ( )
(
d x fx
d y gx d x y
d fx gy
rL t d t
t d t t d t
t d t   






                                                                                     
(1.6) 
where 0r  , : R R    is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable mapping which is 
summable, nonnegative such that for each ε > 0, 
0
( ) ( ) 0t d t

    and : R R
  is a 
monotone increasing function.  
 
Definition 1.8.  A self maps f and g  on a metric space X are called a ( , )−weak 
contraction of integral type if and only if there exist a continuous monotone increasing 
function : R R    such that  (0)=0 and a continuous comparison function   











( ( ) ( ))
( )) ( ) ( ))









t d t    






                                                                 (1.7) 
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Where : R R    is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable mapping which is summable, 
nonnegative such that for each ε > 0, 
0
)( ) ( 0t d t

    and : R R





(i) The contractive conditions (1.6) and (1.7) do not require any additional conditions for 
the uniqueness of the common fixed points of f and g . This is an improvement on the 
results of M. O. Olatinwo [13] which leads to Berinde [5]. (ii)The contractive condition 
(1.6) reduces to (1.5) if r = 0, ν (t) = t, ( ) 1t  , t R and ( )    u Ru u     .  
 
In this paper, we will prove two theorems, the first theorem is a generalization and extension of the 
results of P.B.prajapati, R. Bhardwaj [14], the second theorems improve and extend the 





Theorem 2.1.  Let f and g  be a self- mappings of a complete metric space ( , )X d  
satisfying the following condition: 
 
  
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ) , ( ) )
( ) ( ( ) ,
d x fx d y gy
d fx gy d x y
t dt t dt











, ( ) , ( ) )
( ( )
d x fx d y gx d x fy d y gx
d x y d y gx








,                                                                                     
 
(2.1.1)     
 
for each ,   x y X , and for some A . Where : R R    is a Lebesgue-integrable 
mapping which is summable on each compact subset of R

, non negative and such 
thatfor each   > 0,  
0
( ) 0t dt

  .                                                            
                                                                                                                                     (2.1.2) 
Then f and g  have a unique common fixed point.  
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Proof:  Let Xx   be an arbitrary point of X . Define 
2 1 2 2 2 2 1    and    n n n nx fx x gx    . Then by (2.1.1), we have  
 
  
( , ) ( , )
2 1 2 2 2 2 1
( ) ( )
0 0
( , ) ( , )
2 2 1 2 2
( ( ) , ( ) ,
0 0
( , )
2 1 2 1
( ) )
0
d x gx d fx gx
n n n n
t dt t dt
d x x d x fx
n n n n













2 2 1 2 1 2
2 2 2 1 2
2 2 1 2 1 2
( , ) ( ,g )
0
( , ) ( , )
0
max{ ( , ), ( , )
0
,
( ( ) ,
( )
( ) )
n n n n
n n n n
n n n n
d x x d x x
d x fx d x gx
















2 2 1 2 1 2 2
( , )
0
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ( ) ,
( ) , ( ) )
n n
n n n n
d x x
d x x d x x
t dt







   
 
         
2 2 1 2 1 2 1
2 2 1 2 1
2 2 2 2 1 2 1
2 1
( , ) ( , )
0
( , ) ( , )
0





n n n n
n n n
n n n n
n
d x x d x x
d x x d x x
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2 2 1 2 1 2 2
( , )
0
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ( ) ,
( ) , ( ) )
n n
n n n n
d x x
d x x d x x
t dt







    
2 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 2




( ( ) , ( ) ,
( ) ).
n n n n
n n
d x x d x x
d x x









Then by axiom (A2) of the function ,
( , )
2 1 2 2
( )
0
( , ) ( , )
2 2 1 2 2 1





d x x d x x
n n n n






                                                                                                                      
(2.1.3) 
 
for some ,  [0,1)K L  ) with k + L [0, 1) as α A. In this fashion, one can deduce that 
       
1
1 1
( , ) 1
0





( ) ( )
( ) ( )
n n
n nn n
nd x x n
d x x d x x
d x x
L t dt
t dt K t dt



















( ) ( ) ................
( ) ( )
n nd x x
d x x
n
K L t dt




















  as (0,1)K L  , From 
(2.1.3) we have, 
2 2 1lim 0( , )n n
n
d x x  

                                                                                                                   
(2.1.4) 
 
Now we establish { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence. It is sufficient to prove that 2{ }nx  is a 
Cauchy. Suppose the contrary. There exists 0   and subsequences
2 ( ){ }m kx , 
2 ( ){ }n kx  such that  2 ( ) 2 ( )k m k n k   with ( , )2 ( ) 2 ( )
d x x
m k n k
 , 
( , )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 1
d x x
m k n k


                                                                                           (2.1.5) 
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Now,       
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 1
( , )
( , ) ( , )
m k n k
m k m k m k n k
d x x
d x x d x x
 
    2 ( ) 1 2 ( )( , )m k m kd x x   .                    
(2.1.6) 
 
So by (2.1.4). (2.1.6) and taking the limit we get    
      
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1( , )
0 0
lim ( ) ( )
m k n kd x x
n





  .                                                                                                    
(2.1.7) 
From (2.1.3), (2.1.5) and (2.1.7) we have  
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1( , ) ( , )
0 0 0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m k n k m k n kd x x d x x
K L K Lt dt t dt t dt t dt
 
   
 
        , 
which is a contradiction, since (0,1)K L  . 
 






By using (2.1.1) we have 
2 1 2( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ) ( )
n nd x gz d fx gz
t dt t dt 






( , ) ( , )
0 0
)
( ( ) ,




d x fx d z gz
t dt








( , ) ( , )
0
( , ) ( , )
0
max{ ( , ), ( , )}
0
,






d x z d z gx
d x fx d z gx
















( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ( ) ,




d x x d z gz
t dt
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2 2 1
2 2 1 2 1
2 2 1
( , ) ( , )
0
( , ) ( , )
0








d x z d z x
d x x d z x















Taking the limit as n , we get   






( ) ( , , ( ) )
( , , ( ) )
d z gz d z gz
d z fz








Using the axiom (A2) of the function ,  one gets  
( , )
( ) .0 .0
0
d z gz
t dt K B   ,  i. e., 
( , ) 0  or d z gz z gz  . By the same way, one can prove that fz z . Then f and g  have 
a common fixed point z X . To prove the uniqueness .Suppose that ( )w z  be another 
common fixed point of f and g . Then from (2.1.1), we obtain  
 
   
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
0 0 0
( ) , ( ) )
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ,
d z fz d w gw
d z w d fz gw d z w
t dt t dt





      
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
0 0
max{ ( , ) ( , )}
0
( ( ) , ( ) ,
( ) )
d z w d w gz d z fz d w gz
d z fw d w gz







   
( , )
0
( ) ( )
0 0




( ) , ( ) )( ) ,
d z w
d dd z w z z w w
t dt
t dt t dtt dt

   

            
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2 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
0 0
max{ ( , ) ( , )}
0
( ( ) , ( ) ,
( ) )
d z w d z z d w z
d z w d w z








( , ) ( )
0 0
,
(( ) ( ) ),0,0)
d z w d z w
t dt t dt   
2 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
0 0 0
( ( ) , ( ) , ( ) )
d z w d w z d w z
t dt t dt t dt       . 
So by axiom (A2) of the function ,  
( , ) ( )
0 0
,
.0 . .( ) ( )
d z w d z w
K Lt dt t dt    , 
which is a contradiction since [0,1)L . Then w z  and so f and g  have a unique 
common fixed point. Now, we give an example satisfying all requirements of Theorem 
2.1.1. 
 
Example 2.2  Let [0,1]X   be a metric space with usual metric ( , )d x y x y  . 
 
Define , :f g X X  by 
  4












xf    and   
4













Let ( ) 1t  , 0x   and 
1
5
y   
It is clearly that ( ) 1t   is a Lebesgue-integrable mapping which is summable on each 
compact subset of R

, non negative and such that for each   > 0,        
0 0
( ) 0t dt dt
 
       
Also from the inequality (2.1.1) we have  
1 1
( 0, ) (0, )




d f g d
d fx gy
t dt dt dt                                             
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( , ) ( , ) ( , )
0 0 0
( ( ) , ( ) , ( ) )
d x y d x fx d y gy
t dt t dt t dt     





( ) , ( ) )
( ( ) ,
d x fx d y gx d x fy d y gx
d x y d y gx










(0, ) ( , )(0, 0)5 5 5
0 0 0
( , , )
d d gd f
dt dt dt      
1 1 1









d d g d f d g
dt dt









( ,0,0)dt    
4 4
1 5 5
( , , )
0 0 0








                                                                                                      (2.2.2) 








L   . In this example 






 is a unique common fixed point of the 
mappings f and g . 
 
Theorem 2.3.  Let ( , )X d  be a complete metric space and , :f g X X  be ( , )  -weak 
contraction of integral type (1.7). Suppose that : R R    is a continuous comparison 
function and ,   :  R R     are monotone increasing functions such that   is 
continuous and  (0) = 0. Let  :  R R    be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable mapping 
which is summable, nonnegative, and such that for each   > 0, 
0
( ) 0t dt

  where 
:  R R   is also an increasing function. Then   f and g  have a unique common 
fixed point. 
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Proof:  Let Xx   be arbitrary and let us define 2 1 2 2 2 2 1    and    n n n nx fx x gx    . 
 
Then by (1.7) we have   
( , )
2 1 2 2




































( ( ) ( ))













   
2 2 1
2 2 2 1 2 1
( , )
0
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ) ( )
( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
(
n n
n n n n
d x x
d x fx d x x
t d t
t d t t d t
  






   
                
    
2 2 1( , )
0
( ) ( ))(
n nd x x
t d t  

  .                                                                                              
(2.3.1) 
 
By the same way, one can find, for all 0n    
2 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))(
n n n nd x x d x x
t d t t d t    
 
                                                                                                                                             
(2.3.2) 
 







( ) ( ) ...............
( ) ( ))(











 .                                                                                                        
(2.3.3)                    
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Taking the limit in (2.3.3) as n  yields 
1( , )
0
lim ( ) ( ) 0
n nd x x
n
t d t 
















 and for each   > 0, 
0
( ) ( ) 0t d t

   . 
 
Therefore, it follows from (2.3.4) that  1lim ( , ) 0n n
n
d x x 

         2 2 1lim ( , ) 0n n
n
d x x 

                                                                                                                     
(2.3.5) 
 
Now we establish that { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence. It is sufficient to prove that 2{ }nx  is a 
Cauchy. Suppose the contrary. There exists 0   and subsequences
2 ( ){ }m kx , 2 ( ){ }n kx  
such that 2 ( ) 2 ( )k m k n k   with  ( , )
2 ( ) 2 ( )
d x x
m k n k
 , ( , )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 1
d x x
m k n k


                               
(2.3.6) 
 
Again by using (1.7) we get 
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ( ) ( ))
m k n k m k n k
m k n k
d x x d fx gx
d x x










    
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1





( ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ))
m k m k
















( ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
m k n kd x x
t d t





   




                               
(2.3.9) 
which is a contraction. Therefore, we must have that 
0
( ) ( ) 0t d t

    that is, therefore 
2{ }nx  is a Cauchy sequence .and hence convergent. Since ( , )X d  is a complete metric 




 . Again from (1.7) we 
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( ( ) ( ))













2 2 2( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
d x fx d gxn n nz
t d t t t       .                   
(2.3.10) 
Taking the limit in (2.3.10) we get  
( , )
0
0 0( ) ( ) ( )
d z gz
t d t                                                     
(2.3.11) 
 
So that from (2.3.11) we have again, a contradiction. Therefore, by the condition on  , 
we have ( , ) 0d z gz   or z gz . By the same way, one can prove that z fz . Next: 
suppose that ( w z ) be another common fixed point of   f and g , then from (1.7) we have 





( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ( ) ( ))
d d f g
d
z w z w
z w







  + 
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
d fz d gzz w
t d t t t        
 
( , ) ( , )
0 0
( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
d d z wz w
t d t t d t                  
Leading to a contraction again. Therefore by the condition on  , we have 
( , )
0
( ) ( ) 0
d z w
t d t   , from which it follows that ( , ) 0d z w   or z w , hence, f and g  
have a unique common fixed point. The following example satisfying all requirements of 
Theorem 2.3. 
 
Example 2.4.  Let [0,1]X   be a metric space with usual metric ( , )d x y x y  .  
Define , :f g X X  by 
  10                      , 
3
2









fx     and     
10                         , 
3
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t t  , ( ) 1t  , 0x   and 
1
3
y  . Then it is clearly that 
f  and g  are not continuous mappings, ( ) 1t   is a Lebesgue-integrable mapping which 
is summable on each compact subset of R

, non negative and such that for each   > 0,  
0 0
( ) 0t dt dt
 
      Also ( )t t   is monotone increasing function, 
2( )t t   is 




t t   is a continuous  comparison function and ( ) 1t   be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integrable mapping which is summable, nonnegative. From (1.7) we have  
 
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1( , )
0
( ( ) ( ))
m k n kd x x
t d t  
 
    
2 ( ) 1 2 ( )





( ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ))
m k m k










                                                  
(2.3.7) 
Using triangle inequality we get 
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1 2 ( )
2 ( ) 2 ( ) 1
( , ) ( , )
( , )
m k n k m k m k
m k n k






          
2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1 2 ( ) 1 2 ( )( , ) ( , )
   as  




     
                                                                   (2.3.8) 
 
Taking the limit as k   in (2.3.7), and using (2.3.5), (2.3.6) and (2.3.8) we have 
1 1








( ) ( )

















( ( ) ( ))( ))




t d tt d t
t d t






















    
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( ,0) (0, )
3 3
0 0
0 ( ) ( )( )
d d






( )dt  . Then the inequality of (1.7) 
is valid and the point 0 is a unique common fixed point of f and g . 
 
Theorems 2.5 Let ( , )X d  be a complete metric space and , :f g X X  be (L, ) -weak 
contraction of integral type. Suppose that : R R    is a continuous comparison 
function and  :  R R    monotone increasing functions. Let  :  R R    be a 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable mapping which is summable, nonnegative, and such that for 
each   > 0, 
0
( ) 0t dt

  , where :  R R
  is also an increasing function. Then 
  f and g  have a unique common fixed point.  
 




(i) If we put f g  in Theorem 2.1. Then we obtain (Theorem 2.1, [14]). 
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